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Urban Animals

As part of the continual and inevitable human need to create and manipulate the
real, the sensitive component takes on a key role in the artist personal intentions. Cer-
tainly what is at the core of the creative human emotions springs from an unlimited and
necessary condition of childhood and spontaneity. This is exactly the context of the
polyhedral project Urban Animals by Alessandro Liguori.
The photographer wants to recall those playful moments which dissolve in the meta-
morphic forms of the collection. The memory of this pleasant distraction is the consti-
tuting part of the series that becomes a full-�edged game both for the artist and for
the viewer.

Clearly, the colour compound plays a crucial role: it inspires vitality and movement
vividly supported by the contours of urban spaces that are the region of changing dy-
namics and, in the view of Urban Animals, serve as a palette for imagination. The colour
is like a loyal playmate and it suggests an interpretation.

Observing the whole structure of the project, what comes out from the ten pho-
tographs is the willingness of the author to propose a challenge to the viewers: as the
child searches for animals in the forms of the palaces, likewise the photographer im-
mortalises that �eeting vision and give it to the audience that inevitably gets lost in the
constant visual hunt. What turns out is that no interpretation will ever be wrong: the ob-
server should not aim at understanding the work but setting his imagination free from
the chains of reality.

Urban Animals is a project that the photographer conceives and completes in about
a year, leaving the door open to further integrations. Thewild visions are determined by
a sort of �eeting instinct necessary to record the imageperceived and, in this regard, the
artist cannot rule out the unexpected possibility of seeing other forms among themost
di�erent urban spaces. As a consequence, the project could be expanded, especially
searching for new support materials: not a classical photographic print, not a glossy
support, but an opacity and a texture that resemble the most varied animal coats. This
is made possible by using a completely handmade paper making each print unique
and noticeably di�erent from the others.

Ultimately it is useful to investigate the component of intuition in comparing the an-
imality and the humanity of the artist: the latter adopts the animal view with the same
instinct/animality characterising the nature of the subjects. It is also impossible not to
trigger a psychological reasoning based on the recognition of di�erent animals in each
photographs but this is certainly not the intention of the artist who, instead, is inviting
the viewer to free his mind and to play with the instinct of the animals and the curiosity
of the children.
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